Body Sculpting Wraps
Holistic Body Sculpting using the powerful
properties of Macro-Minerals!
Feel Lighter, Younger, Relaxed & Energized

Mineral Sculpting Wrap

Infrared Mineral Sculpting Wraps, developed by ourselves here at
InternaPure, are performed using our Far Infrared Lux Sauna
and elasticized cloth bandages soaked in one of our
Mineral Solution Blends.
The infrared heat encourages the body tissues to relax and pores
to open up to take in the vital minerals that support detoxification,
weight loss and cellulite reduction while sweating out toxins, and
relieving body aches and pains.
The treatment consists of the application (by yourself or with the
assistance of one of our technicians if necessary) of warm cloth
bandages around your problem areas.
You will then relax into a blissful state sitting in our Far Infrared
Sauna while your body is absorbing and assimilating our mineral
blend and releasing stubborn toxins for 35 minutes.
While in our Sauna you will receive the added benefit of our
Oxygen and Ion therapy, Aromatherapy promoting toxin release
as well as listening to calming music that has an embedded
Bio-Energetic Vibrational Healing Track that heals the
Human Body Field.

Magnesium Macro-Minerals,
featured in our proprietary Wrap Blend,
are an excellent example of energy nutrients
because they activate enzymes that
control digestion, absorption and the
utilization of proteins, fats and carbohydrates.
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Body Wraps

(Introductory Rates)

3 Session Package Save 20%
6 Session Package Save 27%
12 Session Package Save 33%

$156.00
$348.00
$522.00

Infrared Mineral Sculpting Body Wrap
● Experience a completely PRIVATE Wrap Session
● Lose up to 12 Inches total!
- Equivalent to riding a bike
●
or running for 30-minutes
● Our Sauna triggers your own body to
even heal itself, while losing weight, eliminating
pain and getting a cardiovascular workout - Without
lifting a finger!
● Your skin will
● Your Body and Mind will become
● You will feel slimmer
● Your body will be receiving pure
● Tighten, tone and firm your back, glutes, stomach,
and thighs during your session
● Experience
of body aches, pains and strains
and help move along the healing process because
our sauna & minerals helps make circulation more

2440 Sandy Plains Road, Building 2, Suite 101
Marietta, GA 30066

Get Started Sculpting Your Body
Schedule Your Wrap Session Today!

